Tackling climate
change together

Empowering our people to take
action on climate change
A source of information and insight for employees on sustainability
actions, ideas and initiatives happening throughout Aviva's People
Function, for our people.
March 2022
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Ways we can take Climate Action
1. Take action
At the office

Go paperless
Choose sustainable food
Think about email usage

2. Get involved

3. Learn

4. ASA

• Volunteering & giving

• Learning &
Development

• The Aviva
Sustainability
Ambition (ASA), our
purpose and values

Volunteer for environmental
causes
Partnership with WWF

At home

Choose green energy, use less
Reduce your waste
Increase your biodiversity

Check out Aviva University
for Climate Change modules
Understand your carbon
footprint with the WWF
carbon footprint calculator
Look out for the 'Climate
Academy' coming soon.

Travel

Reward &
Performance

In how you do
your job
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Consider Cycle to Work
Use electric bike chargers
Aviva car share

Check your pension includes
sustainable investments
Explore your Reward and
benefits discounts options
Find out what you can do
Consider the carbon
impact of all your business
decisions

This guide sets out
actions you can
choose, to put power
Danny Harmer, Chief People Officer

•

A message from Danny Harmer
Our people are Aviva
The facts could not be clearer. The United Nations Secretary General described the recent IPCC report on climate
To prevent the devasting impacts of climate change on our communities and the planet,
all of us need to act now, and act together.

be very proud of.
With our Net Zero climate goals launched in March 2021, the most ambitious of any insurance company worldwide,
again have a vital role to play to help reach that goal. Each of you are the driving force behind everything we achieve
as a business.

Our choices matter. This guide sets out actions you can choose to
put power in your hands. From getting to the office, to how you invest your pension,
you can make real change happen and help deliver on our climate ambitions.
It takes partnership, it takes action, It takes Aviva
Danny Harmer, Chief People Officer
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The Aviva Sustainability Ambition (ASA)
OUR PURPOSE:

With you today, for a better tomorrow
OUR VALUES:

Commitment, Care, Confidence, Community
The Aviva Sustainability Ambition:
keep taking care of our people, communities and planet.
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Our plan is to become a Net Zero carbonemissionscompanyby2040*
Targeting Net Zero on carbon emissions we produce ourselves by 2030, from our suppliers by 2030 and from

By the end of 2022

Today
First major UK financial services company to target Net Zero
carbon by 2040
Operational emissions cut by 81% since 2010
invest £100m into nature-based solutions as a carbon removal solution
New
Engagement Escalation
to drive change
in high-emitting companies we invest in, or we will disengage
We signed up to Science Based Targets initiative (SBTi)
Offering customers Climate Transition Funds and Net Zeroaligned default pensions
Annual reporting on progress and first insurer to commit to putting our
climate disclosures (TCFD) to an AGM vote
Published our biodiversity policy

Divest from companies which make more
than 5% of their revenuefrom coal, unless
they have signed up to the SBTi
Expected to invest a further£10bn of assets
from our auto-enrolment default funds and
other policyholder funds into low-carbon
strategies(of which £5bn has already been
announced)
Validate SBTi targets

Launch first Aviva Forest partnership to
begin to create carbon removals

and

By 2025

investments by 2040.

By 2030

25% cut in carbon intensity of investments
100% renewable electricity for all offices,
which total 230,231 square metres, and 100%
electric/hybrid new-vehicle leases for our
1,540-strong motor fleet
Aviva will invest£6bn in green assets, including
£1.5bn of policyholder money into climate
transition funds
Aviva Investors will invest £2.5bn in lowcarbon and renewable energy infrastructure
and deliver £1bn of carbon transition loans

60% cut in carbon
intensity of investments

Net Zero operations

By 2040
Net Zero company
with Net Zero
carbon investments

Net Zero supply chain
£100m committed to
nature-based solutions

Read more about our climate goals atwww.aviva.com/climate-goals
*This will cover shareholder and policyholder assets where we have control and data; and the main asset classes of
core markets (credit, equities, direct real estate and sovereign debt).
We will be able to expand this further as new data and methodologies become available. For more details please see www.aviva.com/climate-goals
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Top Tips
All of these things are important steps on the journey to net zero, but we may not be able to do them all.
So, here are some simple steps that you can take to have maximum impact:
1. Switch to renewable energy
expand this to our whole business.
You can do the same by switching to a green energy provider in your home.

ee

2. Change how you travel
Transport and aviation is one of the biggest emitters of carbon emissions.
switching to 100% electric or hybrid cars by 2025.
You can help by reducing private vehicle use and switching to low carbon modes of transport wherever possible (e.g. train tra vel rather than short-haul flights).

3. Make sure you have a green pension
Ensuring that you have a green pension can cut your carbon footprint and be one of the biggest positive impacts you can make to the planet

4. Become a climate advocate
Each and every one of us can become an advocate for change in our work and in our communities. We at Aviva provide a strong, positive voice to our stakeholders - governments,
peers, investors, customers, and more - pushing for ambitious climate action.
You can advocate for change by educating yourself and others on climate action, calling out inefficiencies or poor environmental practices, and suggesting new ideas and solutions
to people who are able to influence change.
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1. Take action

Low carbon hub

At the office
The shift to smart working gives us an opportunity to
think about how we can use our office spaces more
WILD AVIVA

can make a difference.

Aviva Bees
Bees play a vital role in food production
Colleagues can find more information on our Intranet pages.
We have 5 hives across Cork and Dublin office locations ,
with opportunities for volunteers to become resident
Beekeeper

We will increase biodiversity
around our offices by protecting
and promoting habitats.
Colleagues can follow updates
on our internal sustainability
pages.

solar and energy storage initiatives at
our offices in Perth. The Aviva Scotland
Solar Project will produce enough
power to take our Perth site off the grid
for five hours at the busiest times of
the day. It will save nearly 400 tonnes
of carbon emissions per year.

Sustainable food options
to more sustainable ways of living. Based on your feedback, we now have more
vegetarian and vegan options onsite.
where possible and only sourcing foods that meet a credible certified standard.

Temperature
Heating and cooling has a big impact on energy and CO2. Just a 1C (33F) drop in
temperature can result in an 8% decrease in the amount of energy used, so
consider adding extra layers to stay warm.
Removing natural gas from our offices is critical to achieving Net Zero
humidity to ensure we maintain optimal working conditions for colleagues whilst
we experiment with adjusting heating/cooling levels according to the season.

Energy
To avoid unnecessary electric usage, we're also currently piloting a desktop
power management system in Norwich.
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1. Take action
At the office

Cutting energy
We can all make a difference by switching off our monitors at the end of the day . This has become
easier with the desktop power management mentioned on slide 7

Using our resources sustainably
Paperless offices: the pandemic has accelerated the adoption of digital forms of
work. To minimize the use of paper based processes and encourage digital only
documents, where appropriate, ask yourself whether the file really needs to be
printed?
We recycle Aviva IT equipment.
Zero waste to landfill
You can do your part by packing a litter free lunch, choosing eco-friendly
office supplies and using the recycling and compost bins

Email and Teams usage
It might surprise you to hear but emails actually have a carbon footprint. Avoid
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1. Take action
At home
We can all do things at home to help us transition
to a more sustainable future.

Case study
Paul Buckley, planet protector
Paul Buckley has been doing some home
improvement's by adding solar panels
and a home battery system, meaning he no
longer reliant on an energy provider.

Understand your impact
To help you understand your impact on the environment, check out the WWF footprint
calculator and WWF My Footprint app. These tools will help you take meaningful steps
to protect the planet.

Reduce your energy use and switch to renewables
Did you know? According to WWF, homes in the UK currently account for around 20% of the
•
•

When making food choices its worth considering a few things upfront because they
can impact our carbon footprint more than that of the car we drive or energy we use in
our homes.

Where the food has been transported from? Is it locally grown/sourced? Is it packaged in
several layers of packaging? Is there a lower-carbon meat, or vegetarian/vegan
alternative available?
way back down the production line. For example, beef has on average three times more
kilograms of greenhouse gas emissions per serving than chicken or pork.
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Switch to a green energy provider
Explore energy efficiency technologies for your home like programmable thermostats,
LED lighting or solar panels at Energy hub. Or why not apply for a Canada Greener Homes
Grant.

Other ways to make your home more sustainable

• Plant Native Species in your garden to help biodiversity thrive!
• Find out about sustainable disposal of waste in your home with the support of social enterprise.

1. Take action

Aviva staff guide to embedding sustainability

Travel
Switch to more sustainable modes of travel
The transition to a Net Zero future means switching to ultra low emission
vehicles and encouraging people to choose more sustainable ways of
travelling.

Car sharing
Our car sharing policy cuts CO2 emissions, reduces the demand for
parking spaces and saves money on travel costs.
Support bike to work scheme and have tax saver scheme for
public transport.

We've installed 72 EV charging
points at sites in the UK, and have
36 available for colleagues to use in
Canada. To date we currently have
73 registered EV cars in the UK
saving an estimated 7.4 tonnes CO 2
emissions in 2019.
By 2025, all new essential user
company car leases in the UK,
Ireland and Canada will be delivered
through electric (BEV), plug-in
hybrid (PHEV) or hydrogen fuel cell
electric vehicles (FCEV) vehicles.
This will save up to 4,200 tonnes
of carbon emissions per year.
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Use your personal
spending account
To purchase a bike
or a car or bike sharing
membership to travel
to work.

Keep learning
Find out more about how you can
shift your travelling habits:
https://www.wwf.org.uk/
earthhour/lifestyle-change

1. Take action
Reward and performance
Our Net Zero ambition Is strengthened when we link our
climate goals to our Reward and Performance approach.

Aviva staff guide to embedding sustainability

Keep referring back to our Aviva
values and think about what action
you could take linked to our values in
your goals.

acting sustainably. But we all care; even one small change,
when scaled up across the Aviva community can mean big
change.

Where our people's pension money is invested
Pension scheme ESG focus
Your pension can play a key role in tackling climate change by opting for an investment strategy that includes
ethical and ESG funds.

2040.
Find out more about ESG and more sustainable investing and how this impacts your Aviva pension plan by
speaking to a financial adviser.
All investment managers in the Schemes that manage your pension funds have policies in place to
incorporate ESG into their Investment process.
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directly to our ambition to reduce the

The target is to achieve a 15% reduction by
the end of 2023 from our 2020 baseline, as
part of our goal to cut 25% of our carbon
intensity by 2025.

1. Take action
Benefits and recognition

Benefits and recognition

Helping you to
move to electric,
with office
charging points

Our my Aviva flex Electric Car
Scheme makes going electric
more affordable for you* with
30%+ tax savings** and
manufacturer discounts
*Eligibility requirements

Recognise colleagues through the colleague
recognition scheme for Commitment for their
extra effort on climate action.
You can have access to a Personal Spending Account of
$200. It can be used for many green living items public
transit passes, solar energy products, composters.

will apply
**Based on current tax rules, your
marginal tax rate and car list price.

Cycle to Work Schemes
Available with tax benefits to help
with your zero emissions commute.
You can now choose bikes/accessories up
to £4,000. With more affordable Cycle to Work
options from Feb 2022

Available for bikes/equipment up to
(e-bikes).
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1. Take action
In how you do your job
Overview
The link between your role and climate change might not seem immediately
obvious but there are lots of ways you can make sustainable choices.
The independent Green Job Taskforce recently said every UK job has the
potential to be green.

Why is this important?
conduct our operations to how we work as individuals.

replacement glass suppliers
reduce waste by promoting
stone chip repairs.
This method reduces carbon
impact by 75% compared to

As the Manager for Technical Services,
I have been encouraging technology that
can assist with downstream losses and
waste reduction. One of our customers
had the Water Protec leak detection
system installed in their new building.
Shortly after they had a leak in a
dishwasher and the Water Protec leak
detection system shut the water down in
the unit. The Water Protec leak detection
system stopped a potential substantial
claim for water damage over a few floors.
Since installing the system our customer
has experienced zero water damage
claims, prior they were experiencing 1-2
flood incidents in their building. The
residents of the building have really
appreciated the added protection to their
suites and the peace of mind the systems
provides. This is a good example of the
work whereby sustainability, reduction in
losses and risk management come

Brandon Spearing, Manager Technical Services
Adrian Bale, Relationship Manager
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2. Get involved
Volunteering and giving
Overview

Explore our new climate related volunteering opportunities
•

Take a look at the volunteering hub where you can filter the interests by climate or
environment. Looking for something new?

•

Complete an environmental act of kindness such as picking up litter through
WWF’s Great Canadian Shoreline Cleanup

With three days a year to use for volunteering (pro rata), why not use some of those
hours towards an environmental cause? From bee keeping to tree planting, there
are lots of ways to build a better tomorrow.

Aviva Community
Fund
Use your £25 voucher
to support a climate
related cause.
Look out for the ACF
employee giving each
quarter.

•

climate focused opportunities.

Support environmental causes through
fundraising and offset your emissions
You can donate money tax efficiently through payroll giving. You can use your
volunteering time to fundraise too.

Our matching scheme matches your own fundraising up to £250/
Offset your carbon footprint; it not only cuts carbon but also improves people's lives
Giving section.
Aviva Gives portal in Workday lets you donate money to environmental causes and
matches donations up to $300
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2. Get involved
Volunteering and giving
How our people are taking action
Aviva Foundation
The Aviva foundation funds solutions where our people can provide their expertise and
insights. This includes climate action. For example the Aviva GI Claims team works with
-flood recovery processes. Together, we will
identify areas where better knowledge and communication between organisations could
help communities get back on their feet more quickly after a crisis. Your team can put
forward funding applications by reaching out directly to charities that are helping
communities prepare for and protect against the impacts of climate change.

Aviva Community Fund
We want to support projects that are fighting climate change and building stronger,
more resilient communities across the UK.
- Promoting healthy, thriving
communities by preventing, preparing for and protecting against the impacts of
climate change.
Community Fund is open 4 times a year so each quarter you get £25 to donate to a
project you care about.

Case studies
Melanie Furlong, Claims Advisor
ButterflywayProject.
The project is encouraging people to grow plants native to their areas,
especially ones that provide host plants to butterflies. It started because
the Monarch butterfly was in trouble, they need milkweed to lay their eggs
on and feed their caterpillars. It is the only plant they can do this on. I started
hundreds of milkweed plants to give away to my friends and neighbours and
I also received some seed donations to share in my community. I was able to use some of my volunteer
hours to pick up the donations and distribute seeds, start seeds, and plant the seedlings for some elderly
neighbours and some in wild spaces where I had permission. I had been looking for an interesting
volunteer opportunity and I have followed The David Suzuki Foundation for a while. When I found out
about this opportunity, I applied immediately. I have loved every minute. People I have never met send
me seeds in the mail from all over the place. I feel like I am part of some kind of underground movement!

Sam and Becky,
Customer Experience Advisors
team pick using our volunteering hours. Around 20 of us

pandemic hit, we needed time out tofree our minds of stress.
lovely like-minded people and
made new friends. We all want
the same thing: to live in
a litter free environment.
Our next challenge is a
24-hour pick to raise money
going to be tough but helps
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We had a number of beach clean ups
(all locations in coastal areas) this year
including a number in July and this is an
activity that can be organised by any
team at any stage through the Aviva
Ireland CR team.

3. Learn
Learning and development
Overview
The issue of climate change is so huge
it can sometimes feel overwhelming.
But educating ourselves is a great first
step to gaining the confidence we need
to be able to take action.

Essential learning
•
to our essential learning curriculum.
•

Learning about climate and
our responsibility is in Aviva University.

•
is underway .

Yammer climate
action communities
WWF to tackle climate action together.
on engaging millions of people to
help them to become more resilient.

Our dedicated Yammer community
is a great place to share your ideas and
bring about change. We also post
Net Zero journey.

and opportunities in the coming months.
Learn more about the partnership here.
and learning in the design of our Leadership and Talent

related apprenticeship opportunities.
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3. Learn
Resources
Overview
Creating a sustainable business extends to our people, which
is why diversity and inclusion is a fundamental part of our
business strategy.
We know that the impacts of climate change
disproportionately affects those from socially and
economically marginalised backgrounds.
attracting talent from ethnic minorities and encouraging
progressive behaviours in our culture so everyone is involved
in the climate change agenda.

Recruitment and job Design
Attracting talent

Our sustainability ambition extends to
everything we do as a business, including
how we attract and recruit the best talent.
information about our climate action in
every job advert. We also include two green
questions in our interview questions to
sustainability, and to help us
attract individuals who share our drive to
take action on climate change.

Sustainable recruitment alliance
In August 2020, we
joined the sustainable
recruitment alliance to
support us on our
journey towards
becoming more ecofriendly with our
recruitment strategies.
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Tackling climate
change together
Empowering our people to take
action on climate change

1 year on since we launched our 2040 net zero carbon ambition lots of
activities continue to emerge.
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